The paper proposes a new e cient approach to computation of interpolating spline surfaces. The generalization of an unexpected property, noticed while approximating polynomials of degree four by cubic ones, con rmed that a similar interrelation property exists between biquartic and bicubic polynomial surfaces as well. We prove that a 2×2-component C -class bicubic Hermite spline will be of class C if an equispaced grid is used and the coe cients of the spline components are computed from a corresponding biquartic polynomial. It implies that a 2×2 uniform clamped spline surface can be constructed without solving any equation. The applicability of this biquartic polynomials based approach to reducing dimensionality while computing spline surfaces is demonstrated on an example.
Introduction
Despite their involvement as research subjects for many centuries polynomials still got something to o er even if we consider the low-degree sort. Recently during an investigation of function approximation by polynomials within a framework of two-part models [1] an unexpected result has been obtained for polynomials of one variable. It occurs that there is an important interrelation between cubic and quartic polynomials that can be utilized to improve the computation of splines.
The classical way of cubic and bicubic spline construction [2] [3] [4] is based on solving linear systems with threediagonal matrices [5, 6] and unknown rst derivatives. This approach works only with cubic and bicubic polynomials as spline components. While de Boor [7] works one-component Hermite cubic splines, see Appendix. Independently of the polynomial representation, the model equations of the three-diagonal matrices are derived from the equality of second derivatives of neighboring spline segments at the common knots.
Paper [1] proposed another approach to spline computation that in addition to cubic polynomials utilizes also quartic polynomials. Its essence is the computation of the unknown rst derivatives at the even knots from quartic polynomials. Any polynomial curve or surface can be approximated by spline curves respectively spline surfaces with polynomial spline components of lower degree. The main question is under what conditions will be the resulting approximating spline the smoothest. In [1] it is proved that a two-component cubic Hermite spline, which is by default of class C , will be of class C , if its coe cients are computed from a corresponding four-degree polynomial and the knots are equispaced.
We show the validity of this concept for bicubic and biquartic polynomials and how this result can be exploited to improve the computation of spline surfaces. The rst task here is to show that there is an interrelation between biquartic polynomials and bicubic polynomial spline components. Then we demonstrate how to utilize this result for spline surface construction in general.
The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 introduces a special representation of biquartic polynomials. Once this new representation is available, it steps into the process of approximating a biquartic surface by four bicubic Hermite splines over a [u , u , u ] × [υ , υ , υ ] grid. Details are presented in Section 3. It will be shown there that C -class bicubic Hermite splines are of class C , provided u and υ are located exactly in the middle of intervals [u , u ] and [υ , υ ], respectively, and the spline component coe cients are computed from a corresponding biquartic polynomial. The applicability of biquartic polynomials in C -class uniform bicubic Hermite spline surface computation is demonstrated in the provided example over a × grid. The consequence of this computational approach is a signi cant reduction in numbers of equations to solve while computing the spline's unknown rst derivatives.
The bivariate IZA representation
This section provides an insight to a special representation of biquartic polynomials
based on reference points and derivatives at the corners of a rectangular area, and the original leading coe cients.
Paper [8] contains the native representation introduced for arbitrary bivariate polynomial of degrees p ≥ and q ≥ using sixteen interpolation reference points corresponding to grid-points of a grid
Here, however, we restrain ourselves to its alternative form that maintains the structure of the original form using only four interpolation points as well as the corresponding directional and cross derivatives according to x and y.
Lemma 1. For any nite µ
where
is a bicubic Hermite interpolation spline with basis functions vector λ, see (8) , function values and derivatives matrix
and the second part of the representation with the intact leading coe cients a i,j is
where Z(t, t , t ) = (t − t ) (t − t ) , σ(t, t , t ) = t(t + t ) − t t t − t(t + t ) + t t ,
The result is a straightforward consequence of the IZA representation [9, 10] and the well-known fact that the interpolation with sixteen reference points based on grid (2), the Iτ x ,τy part of the original representation, converges to the one-component Hermite spline (4) as τx, τy tend to zero.
From the IZA representation (3) of F(x, y) and properties of the one-component Hermite spline, see De nition 5 in the Appendix, we immediately get the following relations for its I and ZA components.
Corollary 2. At grid-points
[µ i , ν j ], i, j = , ,
the following equations hold
ZA x=µi ,y=νj = , and
Representation (3) will be used in the next section which extends the result of [1] achieved for curves, see also Lemma 1.
Approximation of biquartic surfaces
Consider a biquartic polynomial F(x, y) de ned over [u , u ] × [υ , υ ] by given nine function values z * and sixteen derivatives d * , see Figure 1 . Our task is to nd such u , υ that result in approximation of F(x, y) by a fourcomponent bicubic spline S = {S , S , S , S } of class C de ned over rectangular cells respectively, for which it is true that every spline component S *,* has identical function values and derivatives, two directional and a cross one, with F at corresponding gridpoints [u * , υ * ], i. e. the following equalities must hold at the nine gridpoints
In Figure 1 those eleven directional and cross rst derivatives that are computed from the biquartic F(x, y) and that are needed to construct the four bicubic S components, are denoted by δ. From Corollary 2 it follows that the C -class bicubic Hermite spline components S (x, y, u , u , υ , υ ),
S (x, y, u , u , υ , υ ) and S (x, y, u , u , υ , υ ), whose coe cient matrices are computed according to (5) , utilizing derivatives of the biquartic F(x, y) at corresponding grid points, ful l (6). The question is whether there exist such u ∈ [u , u ] and υ ∈ [υ , υ ] that this Hermite spline will be of class C . The following result holds Proof. The result is a consequence of the fact that at x = u 1. the second derivative of the di erence Z(x, u , u ) − Z(x, u , u ) can be factorized as
2. the second derivative of both A Z (x, u , u ) and
and Ar, Z, σ are de ned in Lemma 1. Indeed. Let us consider S and S from the rst row of the grid
We mention that the same results are achievable from S and S as well. From the IZA representation (3), for any u , u , u and υ , υ , we get
whence based on 1. and 2. we get
with unique solution u = u +u .
We obtain υ = υ +υ by similar reasoning from either S , S or S , S . It follows from the theorem that over the equispaced grid
the uniform Hermite spline S = {S , S , S , S } with coe cient matrices computed from biquartic polynomial F(x, y) is equivalent to a × -component bicubic uniform clamped spline. We underline that while the classical approach to computing a × -component bicubic clamped spline of class C needs to solve eleven equations, see [7] , in our approach the spline is constructed without solving any equation.
The next example with four computational steps illustrates the role of biquartic polynomials in reduction of system dimensionality.
Example 4.
We consider the task of clamped spline construction, see [7] , given by fteen function values z *,* and twenty rst derivatives: six d Figure 2 , where
Our goal is to describe a computational scheme of spline construction that leverages biquartic polynomials and works with considerably less equations than the corresponding scheme proposed in [7] . Step 1. Construction of two biquartic polynomi-als. On the equispaced × grid we construct two biquartic polynomials F , F using ve auxiliary parameters along the shared third vertical:
For example the biquartic polynomial F is given by, see (10) ,
Step 2. Construction of twenty δ parameters as functions. We express the twenty δ parameters from the rst derivatives of F , F at the corresponding grid points, see (11). Since F , F depend on ve D parameters, the δ parameters become functions of these D parameters. We present only three of them
We mention that the cross derivative δ x,y is similar to δ x,y , but the other ones and the directional derivatives take a simpler form.
Step 3. Construction of four Hermite spline com-ponents.
Utilizing the D parameters and the δ functions we express those four spline components that lie along the shared third vertical, namely S , S , S , S . For example S is given
by, see (7) , 
After substituting these D values into the twenty δ parameters from
Step 2 we can construct all the eight spline components S , . . . , S using (7).
We compared the count of multiplications of the classical de Boor's computational scheme [3] and the proposed one for the above × grid. We mention that the former needs to solve twenty equations, while the latter only ve. A simple analysis shows that de Boor's computational scheme uses 30 multiplications plus 25 divisions while the new one 59 multiplications and no division. Since division is a more expensive operation than multiplication, the proposed biquartic polynomials based computational algorithm is more favorable. The given example demonstrated that by using Theorem 3 the number of equations and divisions in spline surface construction can be considerably reduced. This result may signi cantly speed up computing of bicubic clamped splines with large number of components that could be appreciated in the eld of mathematical modelling, computational physics or computer graphics.
Summary
The goal of this paper was to investigate the interrelation between bicubic and biquartic polynomials. At rst we de ned a special representation of bivariate polynomials. With this representation we proved that a four-component bicubic Hermite spline will be of class C if the grid is equispaced and the spline components' coe cient matrices are computed from a corresponding biquartic polynomial without solving any equation. To demonstrate the application of the paper's main result we also provided an example of an eight-component spline surface construction based on two biquartic polnomials, thanks to which we succeeded in reducing the number of equations signicantly compared to the classical approach [7] .
